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Research showing the critical role
teachers play in student achievement
highlights the importance of making
sure North Carolina has a strong, well-
supported teaching force.  

Quality teachers with experience,
advanced degrees, proper
compensation, and subject-specific
certification all contribute to student
achievement. When teachers are not
properly supported, the impact on
children can be devastating.

The Crucial Impact of Quality
Teachers on Student Achievement
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“An investment in
knowledge pays

the best interest.“
 

-Benjamin Franklin

Undermining North Carolina's
Teaching Force: Legislative Actions
and Their Impact
Since 2011, the NC General Assembly
(NCGA) has systematically cut teacher
benefits and given lower-than-inflation
pay raises, severely diminishing the
conditions for the state’s public school
educators and crippling the recruitment
and retention of our teaching
professionals.

Facts and Research About Teacher Pay
in North Carolina

Insight on Nc
Teacher pay 
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Kentucky 47,090

Alabama 44,226

South Carolina 42,500

Tennessee 42,000

Mississippi 41,500

West Virginia 41,355

Georgia 41,092

North Carolina 39,000
Minimum Starting Teacher Salaries for Southern Region States

2023-24 MINIMUM STARTING TEACHER
SALARIES FOR SOUTHERN REGION STATES North Carolina has the

lowest starting salary of
states in the southern region
that publish a state minimum
salary schedule. The NC
state salary schedule sets
starting pay for certified
beginning teachers with a
bachelor’s degree and no
experience at $39,000
(2023-24). 

https://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/235831548858735497/Successful-Teachers-Successful-Students-Recruiting-and-Supporting-Society-s-Most-Crucial-Profession.pdf
https://www.rand.org/education-and-labor/projects/measuring-teacher-effectiveness/teachers-matter.html
https://www.rand.org/education-and-labor/projects/measuring-teacher-effectiveness/teachers-matter.html


“…the really great feeling you
have when you’re teaching and
helping kids, that isn’t something
that pays your mortgage or pays
your water bill…so ultimately,
that was a definite big factor in
why I decided to leave.” 

 - Gina Guzzo, former Wake
County educator

Teacher Salary DisadvantageS
in North Carolina
Currently, the top salary on the NC
state salary schedule is $55,100,
which a teacher reaches after 25
years in the profession. The NC
state salary is frozen during years
15 through 24. This creates a clear
competitive disadvantage for NC in
attracting and retaining teachers.

Valuing Our Educators

NC is known for its highly accredited educators,
leading the nation in the number of teachers who

have earned National Board Certification.
Despite being highly qualified, these teachers are
not properly compensated for their work, causing

new and veteran educators to leave the
profession.

Raising salaries substantially is an essential first
step. We need to pay our teachers like their job is
the most important job on our children’s journey

to become successful citizens.

2023-24 MINIMUM STATE SALARIES BY YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE FOR SOUTHERN REGION

Teacher Salaries in North Carolina 

For more information, please visit our
website:

https://publicschoolsfirstnc.org/resourc
es/fact-sheets/the-facts-on-teacher-

pay/

"At both the beginning and
end of a teacher's career,
NC ranks at the bottom of
southern region states."

https://abc11.com/north-carolina-budget-state-subsidized-supplement-wake-durham/11250628/
https://abc11.com/north-carolina-budget-state-subsidized-supplement-wake-durham/11250628/

